INTRODUCTION
The most fundamental problem that has shaped both research and theory in speech perception for the past 50 years is the problem of contextual variability in relation to acoustic/phonetic invariance (Goldlinger et al., 1990 ; Perkell and Klatt, 1986) While locus equations characterize acoustic/phonetic regularities of a whole distribution of tokens (the stop place equivalence class) rather than properties of single tokens, the well-behaved locus equation scatterplots are relevant to the invariance problem. By themselves, locus equations cannot provide a complete and sufficient set of invariant perceptual cues for identification of stop place of articulation, but rather "partial invariants" (Nearey and Shammass, 1987 ) that contribute to phonetic category distinctions. Their major significance at this time lies in their ability to illustrate, in a taxonomic sense, the relational (rather than absolute) invariance existing within stop place categories, i.e., although the acoustic parameters themselves vary within a stop place category, the relationship between the F2 transition parameters (F2onse t and F2vowel) is invariant and well-defined. The problem of context-induced variability thus becomes more tractable when approached through a locus equation perspective.
The lawfulness of locus equations could be interpreted as an effect that is achieved in spite of context-induced coarticulation, or in contrast, achieved because of contextinduced coarticulation. The latter option is in stark contrast to a motor theory position (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985) , which has historically viewed coarticulation as profoundly obscuring the consequences of underlying invariance. This view has contributed to the impression that the speech signal, because of vowel-conditioned variation on consonants, borders on acoustic chaos. Different coarticulation strategies underlie and constrain the stop place acoustic/phonetic distinctions revealed by locus equation scatterplots. Coarticulatory effects, however, are not universally equivalent across world languages. An emerging array of cross-linguistic studies have pointed to language-specific effects for anticipatory coarticulation (e.g., Keating, 1985; Goldstein, 1989, 1992; Smith, 1988 Smith, , 1991  McAllister and Engstrand, 1991 ). Since languages have need for sufficient discriminability or contrast among stop place categories, and since languages show language-specific patterns of CV coarticulation, it is of particular interest to ascertain how locus equations characterize stop place categories crosslinguistically.
A closely related issue pertains to how stop+vowel acoustic/phonetic space is filled across languages. Do languages utilize the entire potential extent of CV acousticZ phonetic space as dictated by the bounds of human coarticulatory kinematics? Or, are there "phonetic hot spots" for stop + vowel sequencesmi.e., "clear preferences for certain specific regions in that space" (Krull and Lindblom, 1992, p. 1). The concept of "phonetic hot spots" can be motivated by either of two principlesre(a) quantal theory (Stevens, 1972 (Stevens, ,1989 or (b) adaptive dispersion theory (Liljencrants and Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom et al., 1983; Lindblom, 1986; Lindblom and Maddieson, 1988) . The former holds that languages choose maximally stable acoustic regions of phonetic space to offset articulatory variability, and the latter holds that languages select phonemic inventories based on sufficient separation of auditory and hence perceptual distances. While locus equations cannot uniquely distinguish between these two explanations, the metric does allow for a quantitatively based crosslinguistic assessment of the validity of "phonetic hot spots" for stop+vowel gestures. Quantal theory would logically predict more narrowly focused preference zones for CVs cross-linguistically compared to adaptive dispersion theory. Adaptive dispersion theorists would expect more variablity in cross-language dispersion patterns, but withinlanguage maintenance of sufficient separability amongst stop place categories.
To summarize, the overall objectives of this study were to ( 1 ) investigate locus equations cross-linguistically to ascertain if the metric would yield distinct linear functions across stop place contrasts, (2) represent CV acoustic/ phonetic space in higher-order locus-equation-defined coordinates, slope Xy intercept, and ( [CVd] syllables using 11 medial vowels in ten Canadian English speakers. Regression lines fit to their data points were distinct for stop place and described as "partly distinctive invariant properties" (p. 17). Krull ( 1988 Krull ( ,1989 (2) Cairene Arabic: Three native male speakers of Cairene Arabic were recruited for this study. Two were graduate students enrolled at the University of Texas at Austin (mean age=24.3), and one was a professor of Arabic (age=60). Because of the diglossia (Ferguson, 1959) found in Arabic speech communities and because Classical/Modern Standard Arabic has only a three-vowel system, an Arabic-script prompt was inappropriate for eliciting all of the vowels found in the unwritten, spoken dialect. Hence, subjects were asked to read a matrix sentence "I did not say ...... ," followed by a test token of the form CVC ( 
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Cross-linguistic statistical analyses
To quantify cross-linguistic comparisons a series of MANOVAs were run. Because all five languages were not crossed with [õ], two separate MANOVAs were conducted: the first compared only labial and dental/alveolar stops across five languages (English, Arabic, Urdu, Swedish, and Thai) and the second compared labial, dental/ alveolar, and velar stops across English, Arabic, and Urdu (Swedish [õ] was not included as data from only one subject was available). In all analyses sphericity problems were adjusted with the Huynh-Feldt epsilon and Bonferroni tests were used to assess all subsequent univariate pairwise comparisons.
A Only three languages were statistically compared for
